Jonathan Palant’s Dallas Street Choir
is one of the groups in our sample
that provides direct, material relief of
community members’ needs. In this case,
those community members are the singers
themselves. Four collaborating authors
from the social sciences help to tell the
story, through qualitative research, of this
choir’s impact.
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The Dallas Street Choir
In 2007, Jonathan Palant was asked by a Dallas-based
arts philanthropist and aﬃliate of The Stewpot, a day
shelter for those experiencing homelessness, to conduct
an ad hoc choir consisting solely of those living on the
street. The Stewpot Choir, as it was known, convened
two or three times a year with no prescribed or consistent
structure. It was not until the autumn of 2014 that the
DSC was formed, weekly rehearsals were established,
and local performances began.
The DSC debuted on January 25, 2015, at Dallas’s
City Performance Hall (now the Moody Performance
Hall) singing the North American premiere of Street Requiem, a work composed by Kathleen McGuire, Andy
Payne, and Jonathon Welch in memory of those who
have died living on the streets. Since that night, the ensemble has mounted several of its own concerts, but
now it focuses more on outreach performances, visiting
churches and synagogues, schools, philanthropic events,
and agencies serving the poor and marginalized.
When the DSC first began, three tools were used
to recruit new singers: word of mouth, signage, and
broadcasting an attractive incentive program. Unlike
in a school, church, or other “usual” choir setting, DSC
members benefit from even the smallest incentive. After
much trial and error, the incentive program now oﬀers
each singer his or her choice of a two-dollar bill or an
all-day public transportation voucher usable on any Dallas bus, trolley, or train. Members receive this as motivation to successfully complete each hour-long rehearsal or
performance per the rules set forth by the director.
Because of the success of these incentives, early recruiting strategy included doubling the reward for
members who helped spread the word: those returning
members who brought a friend to rehearsal were oﬀered
a two-dollar bill and a transportation voucher. As a result, membership numbers skyrocketed, and after about
three months the DSC did away with the double-incentive program. The DSC now consistently rehearses with
eighty to ninety singers and has welcomed nearly two
thousand individuals into its room.
The mission of the DSC is to oﬀer a musical outlet for
those experiencing homelessness and severe disadvantage. The rehearsal structure is similar to that of most
other choirs, but there are some “house rules” in place to
10
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Jonathan Palant greets singers with a fist bump as they enter the
rehearsal space. Photo by Stephanie Merchant.
protect both singer and director alike. They are:
• Everyone participates at all times.
• No cell phones or other reading materials.
• No sleeping.
• Respect is shown to the director and to one another.
• All singers keep their feet and hands to themselves
at all times.
At nearly every rehearsal there is someone who fails
to meet these expectations; any such person is asked to
leave early and is denied the participation incentive.
The DSC is open to any person who is experiencing or
has experienced homelessness. There is no audition, and
singers are welcome to participate regardless of musical
ability or experience. While consistency of attendance
is not required, it is stressed, and attendance is recorded
at every rehearsal. New members are welcome to join at
any rehearsal throughout the year. There are many accommodations made to ensure that every member feels
successful. Singers are given word sheets, and all melodies are taught by rote. Many members use canes, walkers, and wheelchairs; therefore, the DSC employs only
accessible motor coaches and always provides advance
notice of accessibility needs to any performance venue. Additionally, the DSC provides shelter for all singVolume 59 Number 3
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ers who perform evening concerts, as area shelters close
their doors at 5:00 PM. It is DSC policy to require that
presenters of evening concerts oﬀer hotel rooms for any
singers needing them. This can be very costly to the presenter and has proven diﬃcult for some who wish to host
the group; however, the aim of the DSC is to improve
the lives of its members, not to exacerbate the challenges
and suﬀering of those experiencing homelessness.
Homelessness
According to the most recent estimates, approximately 550,000 people experience homelessness on any given night in the United States.1 More than half of these
persons are concentrated within five states: Washington,
Texas, Florida, New York, and California.2 Dallas is
among the major cities with increasing unsheltered populations, with a more than 50-percent increase in unshel-

tered homelessness between 2016 and 2017.3 In Dallas,
unsheltered individuals are largely male (76%), middle
aged (m = 53), black (58%), and chronically homeless.4
Individuals experiencing homelessness may be overlooked by researchers, policymakers, and practitioners
alike.5 Individuals experiencing homelessness are more
likely to report feelings of isolation and social alienation.6 Researchers emphasize the devastation caused by
social exclusion, equating it to social death.7 Interventions
designed to improve social support and inclusion have
been demonstrated eﬀective in buﬀering the negative
impacts of stressful life events and may be a contributing factor in the ability of some individuals to manage
the challenges associated with homelessness.8 One study
even found social support to be a greater predictor of
self-reported well-being than housing status, both for
those experiencing and those exiting homelessness.9
Recognition of the prevalence and the negative impacts
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of social exclusion, and of the benefits of social support,
has recently led many homelessness service providers to
identify community and social support as critical programmatic components.10
Inclusion through Choral Performance
Choral communities such as the DSC are low-cost
programs that provide valuable structure, support, and
interpersonal contact.11 The art of choral performance
fosters group learning in a complex interplay of interpersonal and situational factors.12 Many studies have
verified the social and mental-health benefits of singing.13 Participation in musical ensembles may result
in increased self-esteem,14 social engagement,15 and
self-eﬃcacy,16 particularly among individuals who are
currently experiencing stressful or adverse life events.17
One study found that the focus on choral singing allows
participants to build internal resources and to individualize their interpretation of that focus in ways that most
benefit them. As consistently structured and rule-bound
experiences, choir rehearsals provide safe, supportive environments where participants can express emotions in a
socially unthreatening way.18
Group membership in participatory arts organizations provides a sense of shared expectations, working
trust, and mutual support.19 Research indicates that
performing in front of others may help individuals to
feel part of the larger society.20 For marginalized populations, the “communicative intersection between the
performer’s actions and the spectator’s reactions”21 is
particularly critical, because it may empower individuals to alter their self-perceptions based on the favorable
responses of the audience.22 Both the audience and the
performing artists may benefit from connections forged
during the performative sharing of emotions, creativity,
imagination, and intellect.23 One study found that this
shared emotional connection between audience and artists is stronger with musical performances than with other types of participatory arts.24
The research described on the following pages was
part of a larger mixed-methods study that was co-designed by this article’s first four authors and Jonathan
Palant, DSC’s founder and director. It is designed to add
to the literature about the experiences of choral involve12
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The Dallas Street Choir. Photo by Stephanie Merchant.
ment among people experiencing homelessness. It is also
a deliberate attempt to amplify the voices of this population. The research question for this study was: What is the
impact of the DSC among its members?
Methods
A university ethics-review board approved this research. All participants signed informed-consent documents and were compensated with a five-dollar gift card
for their participation. Purposive sampling was used
to recruit twenty members (seven women and thirteen
men) of the DSC who were preparing for an East Coast
tour, including an appearance at Carnegie Hall. Director
Palant selected tour members from roughly one hundred
DSC members based on regular rehearsal attendance
and their essays about why they wished to be considered
for the tour. Participants constituted a subset of both the
Carnegie tour choir and the whole choir. Ranging in age
from twenty-four to sixty-three years, almost all reported
to be Christian of various denominations, and 30% were
White, 55% Black, and 15% Latino.
The study team attended weekly choir rehearsals
during the spring of 2017. After each rehearsal, each researcher interviewed one choir member. Given the gender diversity of our team, we attempted to gender-match
interviewer and participant, especially for women. Interviews, which averaged twenty-eight minutes in duration,
were audio-recorded, and audio files were professionally
transcribed.
Analysis proceeded primarily according to the tenets
Volume 59 Number 3
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of Interpretative Phenomenological Analysis (Smith,
Flowers, & Larkin, 2009). Transcriptions were divided
equally among the four researchers, shuﬄed so that all
researchers had opportunity to evaluate interviews that
we had not ourselves conducted. Each of us carefully
read our assigned transcripts line by line, searching for
the meaning of the choir among our cluster of choir
participants. We independently coded the transcripts
and then met as a team. Over the course of six hours, we
compared and combined codes, discussing the themes
we saw emerging. Where we found discrepancies among
our codes or themes, we conferred until reaching full
agreement. When we found codes that were interesting
but tangential, we agreed to lay them aside for the purposes of this manuscript. We identified five themes.
Results
Theme 1: Rules that Structure Participation
Many participants described the benefits of the structure of rehearsals as outlined in the prominent display of
the house rules. It was widely acknowledged that Director Palant tolerates no bad behavior or deviation from
these rules. Many participants appreciated this structure.
For example, Mack said of Director Palant, “He’s always
been strict, but really nice,” a sentiment echoed by many
other participants. Some acknowledged that Director
Palant has discouraged their own bad behaviors. Edith
admitted to enjoying the spotlight and said:
I know I can do the little diva thing sometimes
and, when Jonathan [Palant] wouldn’t let me
just run with it, I would be upset. But then I realized, this is a group eﬀort. It’s not about me…
showcasing my talents. It’s about the choir working together in unity. So I understood when he
would shut me down a little bit, that it wasn’t
anything personal against me. But he didn’t
want to alienate everybody else to feed my ego.

Theme 2: Social Belonging
Participants had many ways to express their feelings
of social belonging as fostered by choir membership. By
CHORAL JOURNAL October 2018

far, the most common of these was to employ a metaphor of “family.” This word was mentioned 83 times
throughout the course of our interviews.
It’s like we belong to a family, to one another,
and it just gives us something else to think about
other than what we are worried about; getting
ourselves another place to live. It’s just great.
—Bonnie
These guys are like brothers and sisters to me.
They’re like the siblings that I’ve not had in
many years because mine were passed. And so,
these guys have come to be really close to me.
They share with me. They help me. —Alice
For Les, the meaning of the choir was:
…peace, harmony. We all together. And John
[Palant], I mean, I just can’t describe it. We just,
we together like a family. I mean like one big
family.
Consistent with the metaphor of family was the description of Director Palant as a father and brother:
I look at him as a brother. I don’t care if you
down, or out… Jonathan, he’s going to pick you
up. That’s what I like about him, ‘cause he… he
sees something in me… and I never thought I
would see in myself. —Clarence
Other participants may not have used the words “brother” and “father,” but they felt Director Palant genuinely
cared for them:
He’s really professional, and he actually cares
about us. He actually cares about us. That’s
something that around here we can tell fakeness quick. You know, and we feel his sincerity. I
mean, he’s really a good man. —David
Many participants discussed their common experiences
and their subsequent sense of fellowship:
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Well, I mean, lot of us have something in common you know. Like me, I have been homeless,
but now I have a place and… like some of us
have done drugs and some of us have—you
know, some of us have a mental illness… and
other things in common in choir. —Betty
We’re like a big family. You know? …The majority of us are homeless, looking for a place.
We’re like family. So we’re close. I mean, some
people might not talk to others, but, overall,
we’re a family and we listen to each other, help
each other. We come from pretty much the same
similar type of background, as far as homelessness, so, we lend an ear, give a helping hand, or
just be friendly with each other. —Carl

It is not only the adequately housed who stigmatize the
homeless. Marcus struggled with his stereotypes even after he became homeless. Singing with the choir helped
de-stigmatize homelessness for him:
Before I came to Dallas, I used to be afraid of
homeless people (laughs) because, I knew as soon
as we walk up on them, they, they’d be saying,
‘Oh, I want… can you, uh, give me a dollar?
Can you help me out with a ride?’ You know
or try to rob you or something like that. The
group is helping me realize that they are normal
people. You know, at the end of the day, they’re
normal people, just like I’m a normal person.
Others emphasized the normalcy of people experiencing homelessness and conceptualized the choir as a
means to challenge stereotypes:
People just see us as, you know, that kind of stereotype of we’re all the same and that, no, we’re
not intelligent people. We’re just as normal as
everybody else. We just don’t have a home, for
whatever reason. Everybody’s is diﬀerent. But,
we’re just normal thinking people like everybody else. —Carl
Respondents who had felt alone and without value found
acceptance upon joining the choir:

Photo by Stephanie Merchant.
For some participants, singing in the choir was a way to
de-stigmatize homelessness for audience members and
to create a social bridge between the choir and society:
We go to diﬀerent churches and the people are
so nice and they look at us and they just smile.
They just smile. They hear of our beautiful voices. The homeless, you know? And we get them
another outlook on the homeless. If they were
thinking negative about the homeless and when
they see us sing, they start thinking positive.
That’s how good it is. —Les

I felt unworthy. Like I felt like I was just unable
to do anything. I wasn’t worth nothing. Until I
sat there and was singing and and could see that
I was accepted. And, because I felt unaccepted
for so many years. To actually have, not one person, but a whole classroom of people to accept
me. —Alice
It’s like we feel we’re more in… with the community. Instead of being isolated we’re more in
with people, where people accept us for who we
are. —Carl
Carole simply said, “It’s a gift to be a part of a group
again, something that means something.”
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Theme 3: Developing Capacity for Change
Many participants described choir membership as a
helpful outlet:
Especially when you’re homeless or when you’re
feeling like you’re just stuck in a rut, an outlet
like this is really helpful. —Joan

better than I ever felt in my whole entire life. …
But I tell people, show them out there, ‘This is
where I’ve been. This is what I’m doing now.
You see? I’m not slacking behind no more. I’m
growing up now.’ —Donn

My perspective about the choir is it relieves pressure on the things I’m going through. When I
come here, I just leave a lot of pressure. I feel
rejoice. And I get to meet some of the happy
faces. The people’s happy when they come here.
—Les
I go through so much on the daily basis, you
know, with the homelessness and trying to find
work and all this, so that’s my time to, you know,
really just relax and enjoy. —Earl
It gives me something to do to cope with the
stress I have here. It’s things like that, and mostly, I love music anyway. It’s a way to escape, like
I say, you know, in a good way. —David
Beyond providing respite, the choir serves for some as a
pathway of personal development:
Means everything right now…. I can see a stepping stone to something better, bigger, or even
more opportunities. When one door closes,
many more open. And so, that’s what I see. I just
see a path, part of my life closing oﬀ and many
more doors opening up. —Carole
And the movement is to go further and go forward. Because I’ve got the gift to go there and
I have been shown. And why I’m here is to tell
the people everyday, ‘Look. You wake up, it’s a
blessing. You lay down, it’s a blessing. Why not
do something that instead of making people
look down on you, you let people look up on
you.’ Because now they’re saying, ‘What’s he
doing? When y’all going to sing again? What’s
y’all program? Can I go?’ …It make me feel way
CHORAL JOURNAL October 2018

The Dallas Street Choir rehearses for an upcoming performance.
Photo by Stephanie Merchant.
Director Palant emerged in this theme as someone on
whom choir members rely as a mentor and teacher, in
matters musical and otherwise:
Mr. Jonathan, he’s a like a mentor for me, cause
he teach me a lot. I was under a music teacher
for like a year or two before I met Jonathan. I
was trying to get him to continue giving voice
lessons but since I met Jonathan and came into
the choir my voice has gotten more better.
—Clarence
I think he brings a lot out of me, because he says
that, ‘You can go further in this world if you try.
You’ve got a gift. God gave you a gift. Why not
share it? He gave you something to show. Show
it.’ I don’t know about everybody else, but I’m
glad to see him every day…. I’m always going to
learn something from him because, like I said, I
look up to him and he’s pushing me in the right
direction that I need to go. —Donn
Al was among the participants who thought choir participation helped him refrain from maladaptive behaviors:
Volume 59 Number 3
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It’s like a deterrent. It’s, it’s, I guess it’s like, it
don’t really make the time go by, because to me
it’s just like the environment. People I’m around
and things. The people I’m around, they don’t
drink and stuﬀ like that.
Edith found that within the choir she could step into a
leadership role for younger women experiencing homelessness:
I’ve made friendships here. I run into characters
here (laughs). I have an opportunity, um, with
some of the younger women to provide mentoring.

Theme 4: Shifting Paradigms
Many participants felt that choir membership oﬀered
them another chance at new directions and future possibilities. Much of their future orientation was grounded in a shift from voicelessness and invisibility to being
heard and seen. Director Palant tells choir members regularly that they are “homeless not voiceless.” We were
astounded by the number of participants who either repeated these words exactly during their interviews or described other ways that choir membership shifted them
out of invisibility into visibility. For example, speaking
about performances, Oliver said:
We’re there to let people know we’re homeless,
but not voiceless.
Similarly, when asked what the choir means to him,
Mack said:
Most people they’ll talk to you but they’ll never really listen. Because, basically if you can be
talking and talking and they’ll be looking at you,
that’s even family sometimes, they’re not hearing
you. They’ll come back and ask you something
that you’ve already told them and you have to
repeat yourself. So, honestly after so many years
of it you realize: I just brief words. The briefest
things get the briefest answers. And then I start
realizing when you’re singing you have to go on
16
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through the whole thing until you come to the
end. And people are listening. People are paying
attention. People are trying to make sense of every word that you’re saying…. And it’s kind of
weird. That they’re actually listening. So that’s
what the choir means to me.
For Edith, singing opens up other possibilities:
I just can’t stress enough how singing opens me
up to the world and opens up possibilities for
me. When I’m singing, I can do anything. I’m
invincible. When I’m on stage and I’m performing, I feel no pain. None.

Theme 5: Choir as Impacting Physical and Emotional Healing
For many participants, choir membership is a healing
experience and provides the relief of a foil to life on the
street. For example, when Alice described the first time
she sang in rehearsal, she said:
As I’m singing, it’s just like so relieved, just everything oﬀ my shoulders and I just started crying. But it was, it was a cry of happiness, of joy
because the choir just made me feel that good.
Les described the link between feeling good, making
good choices, and obtaining housing:
I feel good about myself. I’m thinking positive.
Some of the songs we go over, and you listen
to them and sing them, you have a positive attitude. Like it’s a brand-new day. Every day is a
brand-new day. If I make this day, tomorrow, I
can go a little further… trying to get housing…
When the interviewer asked for clarification about how
the choir was related to housing, Les admitted there was
no direct connection but said:
[When I participate in choir] I just feel good.
When I feel good, I do good things.
There were many participants who spoke more specifVolume 59 Number 3
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Marcus was pleased to note health eﬀects in a fellow
chorister. At first, the bus passes had been the young
woman’s only incentive to attend, but she began to enjoy being involved. Marcus described the impact on her
health:
She said that it’s out of her way to get here and
so, that gets her to walking more. And so, she
feels better, because she’s… a big, big lady. She
walks it [the route to rehearsal] now.

Frederica von Stade, Harolyn Blackwell, and Stephen Schwartz
perform with the Dallas Street Choir at Carnegie Hall.
ically about the impact of choir membership on their
physical and emotional health:
It was hard for me to give up what I was. I use
to be a drug addict, I use to be a alcoholic… sex
addiction. But all because of Jonathan and my
case manager to help… and the Dallas Street
Choir. —Clarence
It helps my focus…. It’s like therapy. —Les
The choir itself is a comfort. A medication within itself. You know. That a lot of people in this
position is fighting depression. And the choir is
a way that you can kind of calm that depression. —Earl
Most people, they use drugs and alcohol to escape, you know. But being in a choir, it gives you
something positive. You know, it frees your heart
for that hour. …It’s like, you know, it just makes
your whole day better, the rest of the week better. It’s like going to church on Sundays to me.
So I get two days of worship in. It’s like, I go to
church on Sunday, and by the time my spirit is
kind of weak, or something’s going on, I come
to this street choir, and I feel better. You know,
it’s like getting a double dose of spirituality.
—David
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Alice’s expression of healing was more subtle. She spoke
of the contrast in perspective between being in the rehearsal space and living life on the streets. In the following exchange, she described the second-story rehearsal
room and its large window overlooking downtown Dallas. The interviewer asked, “So tell me about the choir,
please.” Alice responded:
I was downstairs one day and I seen the sign that
said Dallas Street Choir and I kinda, like, would
look at it but I never came up. And then one day
I decided to just go ahead and go up anyways.
And it was the most wonderful thing because
I’m sitting there and I got this most beautiful
view of Dallas out the window.
When asked to elaborate, she said:
When you’re homeless on the streets, you only
see the surface. You know? And, everything just
so gray and so lonely. And when I was up here
I actually was face view, top view of all these
beautiful buildings and, and the sky and everything. And I actually seen Dallas probably for
the very first time in all the years that I’ve ever
been here to Dallas. And so, it was like remarkably wonderful to me.
Discussion
Individuals in this choir overwhelmingly describe the
choir as a form of family. The Dallas Street Choir provides the ultimate social inclusion: a group of people
with shared histories and values. Their common expeVolume 59 Number 3
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riences include challenges such as lack of strong family
support, struggles with addictions, unresolved trauma,
and frustrations related to stigma and discrimination.
The choir creates a safe space where they can relate
over these commonalities and where they feel free of
the need to explain their circumstances. Moreover, this
strong sense of inclusion and support enables internal
changes in the form of enhanced capacity to manage
and overcome the adversities of living on the street.
For example, many interviewees spoke repeatedly to a
renewed sense of ability and a desire to take on new
challenges outside of choir that may lead them out of
homelessness (e.g., applying for jobs, reconnecting with
family members, etc.). This connection between the
external social inclusion and the internal capacity for
action and change may be a critical link for individuals
experiencing homelessness that is often overlooked in
traditional service environments. Another striking find-

ing to emerge was participants’ perception that choir
membership is healing. Here, the act of making music
with others in similar situations serves as a potent catharsis in these individuals.
The choir seems to accomplish this sense of family,
social inclusion, non-judgment, self-eﬃcacy, and healing through a multitude of processes. The embodied
act of making music that is choral singing provides
a panacea for pain as well as conferring a sense of
creation. Secondly, the process of making this music
together fosters group identity and social inclusion.
Third, the process of performing builds the sense of
capacity for action and accomplishment. In sum, more
social service agencies may want to consider starting
street choirs as an alternative form of therapy or treatment. Alternatively, street choirs could partner with
existing social service agencies, such as day shelters or
emergency shelters. Such partnering with established
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agencies may aid in building rapport with individuals
experiencing homelessness and with other key stakeholders. Finally, choir directors may consider creating
house rules, like those used by the Dallas Street Choir,
to oﬀer structure and a safe place for participants to express their creativity and vulnerability.

Conclusion
Through community engagement and public performance, the Dallas Street Choir seeks to improve the
way society views those experiencing homelessness. The
model demonstrates that participation in a consistent,
structured, safe, and creatively engaging environment
may better equip individuals experiencing homelessness
to find employment and housing and to improve their
overall well-being. For its members the Dallas Street
Choir provides practical musicianship training, an environment that promotes accountability, and a community that oﬀers compassion and hope. The Dallas Street
Choir oﬀers to an otherwise marginalized community
of people a place to experience art, and specifically choral music.
The Dallas Street Choir extends to volunteers, donors, and community and corporate partners the opportunity to serve in the profound experience of empowering individuals to achieve what once seemed impossible
through the seemingly simple act of singing.
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